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ABSTRACT
Power Quality is the major concern in case of sensitive loads that are present in Distribution System. DVR is one of the
FACTS devices to improve power quality. The conventional DVR consist of batteries and bi-directional converter. In this
proposed work DVR’s life time is improved, by replacing battery with Ultra capacitor. Ultra Capacitors are most
suitable for short duration of energy requirements i.e. for compensation of sags and swells. A buck-boost converterhas
been used for integrating the Ultra Capacitor to DVR system. In this paper a Voltage feedback PI-controller has been
developed, for generating the gate pulses to inverter. In addition to this an average current mode controller is used for
controlling the buck boost converter which is a robust controller for boosting and bucking the DC voltage levels. An in-
phase injection method is used in DVR for compensating the voltage sags and swells.

Simulation and analysis of integrated ‘DVR with UCAP’, and ‘DVR with battery’ for different duration of voltage
sags/swells are performed in PSCAD software. The corresponding active power, reactive power, voltages, and currents,
are observed. From the simulation results, it is concluded that the ‘DVR with UCAP’ gives better performance than
‘DVR with battery’ in terms of speed of response.
Keywords

Ultra Capacitor (UCAP), Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR), Voltage Sag, Power Quality Issues, Distribution Grid
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I. INTRODUCTION
The percentage of sensitive loads is increasing day-by-day, which creates the need for the power quality.
Faults and sudden demand variations are common in distribution system. Voltage sags and swells are one of
the power quality issues. Faults on one feeder, the adjacent feeders experience the sags (or) swells and sudden
demand variations also create the sags/swells. Which may degrade the equipment performance; sometimes it
damages the equipment’s. FACTS devices are used to improve the power quality.
STATCOM and DVR are the two devices most often used in the power system network to compensate the
voltage sags and swells. Particularly for three phase sensitive loads in low voltage distribution side DVR is
most popular, because it is connected in series to the particular load, and it directly nullifies the voltage
harmonics by injecting voltage into feeder.

DVR is a solid state power electronic device which is connected in series with the system. and is used to
compensate the Voltage sags, swells, and harmonics.

Principle and operation: DVR works on the principle of injecting the voltage in series with system voltage.
The operation of DVR is explained in two modes Mode (1): In this mode, DVR injects voltage into system,
which is opposite in- phase with the system voltage and battery/UCAP is in charging, this case will happen
when there is swell in the system Mode (2): In this mode DVR injects the voltage into system which in- phase
with the system voltage and Inverter starts discharging the battery/UCAP, this case will happen when there a
sag in the system.

In this project, life time of DVR is increased by connecting the Ultra capacitor in place of battery. Since
conventional DVR consist of battery storage with an inverter, because of battery low power density, it is
slowly charging but short duration of voltage sags required fast charging and the lifecycle of battery is less. To
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overcome these draw backs, an Ultra Capacitor is used in place of battery. For the integration of Ultra
Capacitor to DVR, a buck boost converter is used, since Ultra Capacitors are designed for low voltage ratings.

Fig 1: Block diagram of integrated DVR with UVCAP
The main objectives of proposed work are:

1. To integrate the Ultra Capacitor to DVR such that to provide the good compensation against voltage
sags and voltage swells.
2. To utilize the active power capability of Ultra capacitor.
3. To show DVR with Ultra capacitor is similar to that of ‘DVR with Battery’ for compensating the
voltage sags and swells.
4.

II. ULTRA CAPACITOR
Ultra Capacitors have high energy density and low power density as compared to batteries, which desirable
for short duration of energy requirements. That is half cycle to one minute, Life time of Ultra capacitors is
also high, it is around 1,00,000 Cycles. But Ultra Capacitors are not withstanding for high voltages, practically
they designed for 12V, 24V, 48V which is a low voltage. Voltage rating of three phase load in LV-distribution
system is 415Volts (line to line RMS value) to boost up the terminal voltage of capacitor to system level a
boost converter is used, similarly to charge capacitor buck converter is used.

Fig 2: equivalent circuit of UCAP
ESR is equivalent series resistance, RP is parallel resistance. Ultra Capacitor supports to system based on Time
constant of discharging path. It is depends on the capacitance value, discharging path resistance and load
resistance, But Ultra Capacitor having negligible resistance compared to load resistance. In proposed system
Load resistance is 10Ω, Ultra Capacitor value is 50Faraday hence time constant is approximated as T= R*CUC

= 500Sec.
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III. BUCK BOOST CONVERTER
Buck boost converter is a bidirectional device. this DC to DC to converter act as a Buck converter in one
direction and boost converter in another direction, DC link voltage designed and Maintained constant at 500
volts.

This DC to DC converter operated in two modes:

Buck mode: In this mode the DC-link voltage 500volts is step down to Ultra Capacitor terminal voltage that
is 200volts. To step down the voltage, switch S2, and diode D2 will operate. The duty ratio of buck converter is
calculated as D = VUC /VDC = 200/500 = 0.4

Boost mode: In this mode Ultra capacitor voltage 200 volts is step up to DC-link voltage that is 500 volts. To
step up the voltage switch S1 and diode D2 will operate. The duty ratio of boost converter is calculated as
DBOOST = (VDC- VUC)/VDC = 0.6.

Fig 3: Circuit diagram of Buck boost converter
By considering the state variables as Inductor current (IL) and DC-link voltage (VDC) controller is developed.
Hence inductor current (IL) and DC-link voltage (VDC) are the feedback parameters for the controller, and this
controller is an Average current mode controller which is widely explored in ref [2]. This controller consists
of Voltage compensator and followed by current compensator, which are shown in fig 3.

Fig 4: Average current mode controller
The proportional and integral gain values of PI-controller of voltage and current compensator of Average
current mode controller is explained in ref[2].

IV. BIDIRECTIONAL CONVERTER
This is a bidirectional converter, whenever Battery /UCAP charging, it will act as a rectifier and for
discharging, it will act as an Inverter. IGBT with anti-parallel body Diodes are used in the converter which is
shown in fig 5 and its operational is explained in the below.
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In fig 8 VDC is the DC-link voltage, CDC is the DC-link Capacitor which is used to remove ripple in DC-link
voltages. In swell operation battery/UCAP is charging then converter diodes D1 to D6 will act as a rectifier.
Similarly for compensation of sags, inverter will operate and injects voltage in phase with the system voltage.
In this work three single phase H-bridge converters are used, it inject the voltage into system, three single
phase transformers are used, that are shown in fig 8, the turn’s ratio of these transformers is 1:1.
Typical ratings of Transformers used in the Distribution system are varies between 10KVA to 100KVA.
Generally these transformers are liquid cooling and made up of amorphous core.

Primary winding of series transformers connected in series with the line and secondary winding of
transformers either we connect in star or delta.

In DVR low pass filters are used to eliminate harmonics caused by converter circuit. The filter inductance and
capacitance are calculated by using the formula.

F F

1
f =

2Π * L C

Where F is the design frequency that should be allowed through the filter

LF is the inductance of filter

CF is the filter capacitance

V. INVERTER CONTROLLER
Different types controllers are used to control the DVR inverter based on the feedback, forward paths. In this
proposed work PI-controller is used to control the inverter which is robust and more versatile controller. abc
to dq0 (perks transformation) conversion is used to generate the reference signals. Fig 6 shows the basic block
diagram of proposed control scheme.

Inverter controller consists of four components, which are:

1) PLL (Phase Locked Loop)
2) Reference signal generation (inverse parks-transformation)
3) PI controller
4) Pulse generator with SPWM
PLL are used to estimate the phase angle of the source voltage signals and which is used to generate the
reference signal for the controller. To generate the reference signal inverse park transformation is used; that is
by considering the quadrature component Vq = 338volts direct axis component Vd = 0 volts and zero sequence
component directly taken from the supply phase voltages to consider the unbalances.

Fig 6: block diagram of inverter controller
Inverter controller is a feedback controller which is PI controller using inverse parks transformation. Inverter
output voltage is controlled, and then this controller is named as voltage feedback controller.
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VI. SIMULATION OF INTEGRATED ‘DVR WITH UCAP’
The simulation of the ‘DVR with UCAP’ is carried out in PSCAD (4.6v) software.
System Description:
Consider a Distribution system single feeder supplied by a Distribution grid through a distribution
transformer, and DVR connecting in series to the load with the series transformer with passive filter which is
shown in fig 8. The design parameters of the system are presented in Table 1.

Based on rated parameters of the distribution system, voltage ripple of DC-link is set to 5% then
corresponding values of Buck boost converter is calculated.

Simulation has been carried out for different duration of sags and swells. Simulation of a sag with a duration
of 0.5 sec and magnitude of 0.5pu is applied from the source side then corresponding source voltage, load
voltage, DC-link voltage, Ultra Capacitor voltage, load current, source current, Controller reference signal,
voltage across DVR, and active power and reactive power of load, source are presented.

Fig 7: Mitigation of voltage sag
Table 1. Design parameters of ‘DVR with UCAP’ system

S. No. Parameter Value

1 UCAP 50F

2 Inductance L 130uH

3 Capacitance C 40uF

4 DC-link voltage VDC 500 Volts

5 Filter inductance 1mH

6 Filter capacitance 1uF

7 Filter resistance 0.5Ω

8 System rated voltage 415 VL-L(rms)

9 System rated frequency 50HZ

10 Load Resistance, inductance 10Ω, 5.8mH

11 Load active power 16.2kW

Voltage sag is applied at source side with duration of 0.5 sec and depth of 0.5PU it is observed that ‘DVR
with UCAP’ is mitigating voltage sag and maintains the load Voltage to nominal value shown in fig 7.
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Fig 9 shows the voltage across DVR, during Sag voltage across DVR is 200volts which is injected into the
system. Fig 10 and fig 11 are the voltages of DC-link and terminal voltage of the UCAP, which are almost
constant.

Fig 8: circuit diagram of integrated ‘DVR with UCAP’

Fig 9: voltage across DVR during sag

Fig 10: DC-link voltage
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Fig 11: Ultra Capacitor terminal voltage

Fig 12: Active powers of source and load during sag

Fig 13: Reactive powers of source and Load
Voltage sag requires both active and reactive powers for its compensation. In fig 12 and fig 13 it is observed
that real and reactive power supplied by source is decreased but real and reactive power absorbed by the load
is constant. Hence ‘DVR with UCAP’ supplies the real and reactive power to the load.

Fig 14: Mitigation of unbalanced voltage sag
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in fig 14, an Unbalanced sag is applied at PCC from 0.155sec to 0.355sec on source side, then corresponding
voltage across load is remains constant. From this figure it is observed that ‘DVR with UCAP’ is mitigating
the Unbalanced Voltage Sag.

From the fig 15 it is observed that, voltage of the source is increased 1 to 1.5 PU but the ‘DVR with UCAP’ is
maintains the load voltage at remains at the 1.0PU.

Fig 15: Mitigation of voltage swell
Fig 16 shows voltage across DVR during swell, which is more compared to before and after swell, in same
figure one can see, that zoomed portion of graph shows voltage injected by DVR is an opposite In-phase to
the system voltage.

In fig 17 it is observed that the during voltage swell the active power supplied by source is more compared to
load, but active power is absorbed by load is remains constant. The active power capability of DVR is
calculated by using the formula.

Fig 16: Voltage across DVR during swell
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Fig 17: Active powers of source and Load diring swell
Sag applied in the simulation is having a magnitude of 0.5pu then active power supplied by DVR is PDVR = (1-
0.5)16.2 = 8.1 kW this could be verified in the simulation results of ‘DVR with UCAP’.

PDVR = A*PLOAD (1)
Where A is a constant that is given by:

A = (1-VS Cos (ϕ+α)/Cos (ϕ))                      (2)
One can neglect the phase angle jump α then

PDVR = B *PLOAD (3)
Where B is a constant that is given by:

B = (1-VS)                                                      (4)
Where:
 PDVR is the active power that can deliver or absorb by the DVR
 PLOAD is the active power absorbed by the load
 VS is the source voltage or rated System voltage on Per-Unit form
 Cos(ϕ) is the load power factor

α is the phase angle jump in the voltages whenever there is sag or swell and the typical value of these phase
angle jump is 150 degrees.

VII.SIMULATION OF ‘DVR WITH BATTERY’
Simulation of ‘DVR with Battery’ has been performed in PSCAD (4.6v) software.

System Description: Consider a Distribution system single feeder supplied by a Distribution grid and DVR is
connected in series to the load with a series transformer and with passive filter. Table 2 shows the design
parameters of the battery. Fig 21 shows the simulated model of ‘DVR with Battery’ and VDC is the DC-link
voltage, CDC is the DC-link capacitor.

Table 2. Design parameters of ‘DVR with Battery’

S.NO: Design Parameters Values

1 Battery rating 60Amph

2 DC Capacitor CDC 3mF

3 Battery Voltage VB 480 Volts
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Fig 18: mitigation of voltage sag using ‘DVR with Battery’
In proposed work, system parameters for both models are same to compare the ‘DVR with battery’ and ‘DVR
with UCAP’, in this system battery is replaced by UCAP with buck boost converter, but DC-link voltage in
both models is same, which is 500volts.

Fig 19: Voltage across DVR
Voltage sag of depth 66% and for duration of 0.15 seconds is applied at PCC then it is observed that ‘DVR
with battery’ maintains the load voltages at rated value by compensating sag, which is shown in fig 18.

Fig 20: Mitigation of unbalnced sag
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Voltage sag is applied at PCC with duration of 1.0 seconds and a depth of 66% then corresponding voltage
across DVR during sag is shown in fig 19. That is DVR supplying missing part of the voltage to the load.In
fig 20, unbalanced sag is applied from source side with duration of 0.2 seconds. In fig 4.16 it is observed that
‘DVR with battery’ able to mitigate the unbalanced sag.
In fig 22, a voltage swell is applied from source side at PCC with duration of 0.5 seconds and with a
magnitude of 1.5pu. It is observed that ‘DVR with battery’ mitigating voltage swell, by maintaining the load
voltage at 1pu.

Fig 21: circuit diagram of ‘DVR with Battery’

Fig 22: migration of swell using ‘DVR with Battery’
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Mitigation of harmonics:

Fig 23: Mitigation nonlinear voltages using ‘DVR with Battery’

Fig 24: Mitigation of nonlinear voltages using ‘DVR with UCAP’
In the fig 23 it observed that ‘DVR with battery’ allows some harmonics (highlighted portion of graph with
circles shows spikes) in the load voltages. In the fig 24 it is observed that ‘DVR with UCAP’ completely
eliminates the harmonics present in PCC voltage. The performance ‘DVR with UCAP’ is better than ‘DVR
with Battery’, since load voltages are pure sinusoidal in fig 24. In case of ‘DVR with Battery’, THD of load
voltages is 0.09% and for ‘DVR with UCAP’, THD is 0.01%.

VIII.CONCLUSION
It is observed that ‘DVR with UCAP’ is able to mitigate both balanced and unbalanced sags (and) swells. The
‘DVR with UCAP’ supplies the active and reactive powers to the load during sag and maintains the load
voltage at the rated value (1perunit) which has been verified through simulation analysis. Similarly, it is
observed that the ‘DVR with UCAP’ absorbs the active and reactive powers during swell conditions and it
maintains the load voltage at rated value (1perunit), by injecting a voltage opposite in-phase to the system
voltage.

It is also observed that capacitor voltage and DC-link voltage are almost constant. The ‘DVR with battery’
and ‘DVR with UCAP’ are compared and observed that UCAP works similar to that of batter and for the
mitigation of harmonics, UCAP performs better than battery. Hence it is concluded that UCAP is one of the
energy storage device that perfectly fit for compensation of sags and swells.
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